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ABSTRACT
Within the emerging field of e-textiles, goldwork embroidery (also
known as metalwork) which uses metal threads and materials is
an underexplored area, despite being a centuries-old practice in
traditional crafts of different cultures. In this paper, we explore
the material culture of textile goldwork to better understand how
e-textile researchers can leverage their material properties, palette,
and practices. First, we provide a historical background of Eng-
lish goldwork to give HCI researchers context on this craft field
including technological and cultural influences. Then, we inter-
view 13 contemporary goldwork practitioners on their creative
practice to better understand the tools, techniques, and skills they
employ. Our study findings show how goldwork practitioners deal
with the unique constraints of metal threads and materials, and
how these materials need to be handled differently than regular
non-metal threads and fibers. This paper contributes an analysis of
goldwork practices for HCI audiences with suggestions on how we
can leverage these practices for the future of e-textile hybrid crafts.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Tangible user interfaces (TUIs) are interactive devices that enable
us to physically interact with computers not only on desktops and
smartphones but within our everyday environments and objects
[26, 35], and have resulted in a wide range of materials for computa-
tional devices such as paper, wood, ceramics, and textiles [31]. TUIs
change not only howwemight use computational devices (andwhat
they might feel and look like), but also how individuals can make
and craft them. Hybrid crafts, which incorporate technology with
crafting materials and techniques (such as drawing or stitching),
have led to new ways of making computational devices including
new tools, materials, and practices [8, 15, 27, 29, 36, 68, 98].

Smart textiles or electronic textiles (e-textiles) is a hybrid craft
that repurposes metal threads for their conductive and resistive
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properties, and combines them with increasingly small computers,
to make textiles that are interactive [77]. E-textiles enable new types
of devices – such as those that are fuzzy, soft, and stretchy [72]
– but also changes what the material culture of computing looks
like. For example, with e-textiles individuals can make interactive
devices with unexpected tools such as sewing needles, crochet and
knitting needles, looms, sewing machines, and repurpose sewing
accessories like zippers, snaps, and sewing pins for their electrical
affordances [73, 75–77]. E-textiles also enable new types of projects
and applications for technology [14, 38], make technology more
customizable and transparent through craft-based making [72], and
help to break down stereotypes of who designs technology [38].

E-textiles, as a hybrid, interdisciplinary field, incorporates in-
sights from both textiles and physical computing. For example,
microcontrollers designed with sew-able through holes [13, 14],
hybrid tools such as the e-textile tester tape which measures length
and electrical conductivity [75], and methods of documentation
such as the e-textile swatchbook exchange which leverages the
practice of swatchbooks, common in textile fields for sampling
materials [34]. These blended practices demonstrate some of the
benefits Human Computer Interaction (HCI) can gain from under-
standing textile practices for fabric-based interfaces.

The earliest e-textile projects using embroidery re-purposed
metallic organza and stainless steel threads to make a variety e-
textile prototypes including wearables such as a musical jacket and
firefly dress, soft objects such as squishy instruments, and interior
furnishings such as an electronic tablecloth [70, 78, 79]. Since then,
hand and machine embroidery have been used for a wide variety
of e-textile functionalities including embroidered computers [47],
speakers [62, 82], colour changing textiles [63], capacitive touch
sensing [5], gesture sensing [80], and pressure sensors [6] to name
a few.

In this paper, we turn to the metal threads and materials that
make this e-textile hybrid practice possible. We further explore the
artistic affordances of these materials to uncover new opportuni-
ties for e-textiles as a hybrid craft, such as material form factors,
techniques, and tools. To do so, we provide a historical background
on goldwork in England (with a focus on artistic periods, cultural
changes and technological influences), and then discuss findings
from interviews with 13 contemporary goldwork and metalwork
embroidery practitioners on how they make use of metal threads
and materials in their artistic practice (see Figure 1). Ultimately,
interaction designers with research interests in textile tangible
interfaces, wearables, interactive everyday things, and design prod-
ucts or artwork can benefit from this work for new techniques
and tools for creating goldwork sensors, actuators, and electronic
components and connections.

Goldwork, also known as metal thread work or metalwork [53],
is an embroidery medium that uses metal threads and materials
and has been practiced for over 1000 years in England, and longer
around the world. In comparison, e-textiles is a young field (just
over 20 years old in academia [70] with some older patent concepts
[74] ) and has so much to learn to answer questions such as: how
do we make these materials (and our prototypes) last? How can
we incorporate these materials into cultural practices? How should
these materials be used, handled, preserved? Metal threads are also
difficult for beginners to work with (the threads “remember”, get

tangled, knot up, etc) [42], and understanding how practitioners
work with these constraints in goldwork will help us to better
understand how to work with those same material constraints in
e-textiles [85].

This paper provides several contributions to e-textile hybrid craft
research including:

(1) Contextualizing goldwork history for HCI researchers with
a summary of terms, techniques, and materials.

(2) Analysis of interviews with contemporary goldwork practi-
tioners to understand applications for goldwork, how they
handle metal threads and materials, and how they preserve
their works to last.

(3) Presenting design recommendations for e-textile practition-
ers on how they can leverage these historic and contempo-
rary practices to further hybrid craft practices into fabric-
based prototyping.

2 RELATEDWORK
The ability to combine computation with hands-on crafting is the
result of several intersecting trends. Every year computers get
increasingly smaller and less expensive [52]. This decrease in size
and cost has enabled ubiquitous computing, where tiny computers
can be placed throughout our environment and within everyday
objects [96], and tangible user interfaces (TUIs) wherewe can “grasp
and manipulate” computers to interact with them [26, 35]. Grasping
and manipulating applies to the interactions of use, but also the
interactions involved with crafting computers where they can be
increasingly hand-crafted and customized with DIY maker tools
and supplies.

Innovations in digital fabrication have further supported the
customization and redesign of components for hand crafts. Digital
fabrication tools make it accessible for individuals to design their
own printed circuit boards (PCBs) and microcontrollers [28], and
open-hardware designs for physical computing, like the Arduino
microcontroller, have led to a wide variety of microcontrollers
to suit specific types of craft-based making such as the LilyPad
Arduino for e-textiles [13, 14], Chibitronics microcontroller for
paper crafts [83, 84], and many others to suit specific use cases or
craft-based applications [17, 61]. Online maker tutorials, such as
those on instructables or forums, have encouraged further remixing
of projects [14, 48, 83], and hand-crafting maker communities have
broadened the applications and perceptions of who makes with
technology [14, 72, 83]. Educators are incorporating these craft-
based computing exercises into curriculums due to their success
in leveraging physical skills and creative applications for learning
computational and electrical concepts [38].

These hands-on computational crafts often repurpose metallic
crafting materials for their conductive properties. For example, the
wire connections used with the Arduino can be replaced with hand-
crafted traces such as silver threads for e-textiles [13, 14], or silver
ink and copper tape for paper crafts [83, 84], or gold foil for smart
tattoos [45] and the microcontrollers for these crafts are designed
to suit these connections such as stitched through-holes for threads
[77] and tape connections for paper crafts. Compared to wire traces,
these crafted traces (made of stitches, tape, and inks) enable more
aesthetic and free-hand customization [72].
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Figure 2: Goldwork embroideries mirror art motifs of the time such as elongated figures and architecture styles. Chasuble
(Opus Anglicanum) ca. 1330–50, British, Silver and silver-gilt thread and colored silks in underside couching, split stitch, laid-
and-couched work, and raised work, with pearls on velvet. Open Access photo courtesy of the MET Museum 27.162.1.[1].

These hybrid hand crafts often involve the intersection of two
skills, bringing hands-on and digital skillsets together [27], such as
making physical computing systems and combining those skillsets
with tacit skills such as stitching and drawing. Creativity support
tools in this realm focus on physical computing – such as verifying
that circuits will be functional [50, 81], but there is limited work on
how to provide novices with the tacit skills to physically manage
these unique materials, such as the difficulties novices experience
when learning to stitch with metal threads [42].

Craft practitioners understand the constraints of working and
“collaborating” with their materials [85], and human computer in-
teraction (HCI) researchers are beginning to explore how we can
provide tutorials for those tacit skillsets [24, 39, 40, 64], understand
the embodied experience of crafting [27], and learn from the proce-
dures craftspeople use to understand and document their materials
[59]. In this project we focus on the insights that goldwork prac-
titioners can provide for those working with metal threads for
e-textile hybrid crafts with a focus on how practitioners physically
manage their materials. Our aim is that future work can provide
creativity support tools based on their recommendations and mate-
rial culture to further blend e-textile crafting with the practices of
those who already use these metal materials.

3 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF
GOLDWORK IN ENGLAND

Goldwork, also known as metal thread work or metalwork [53], is
an embroidery medium with a long history that uses gold, gilt, or
metal threads and materials [91]. Goldwork embroidery practices in
England have been influenced by art movements, cultural changes,
as well as technical innovations. In this section, we provide an

overview of that history and how practices have changed over
time.

Unlike many other textile techniques with fibers that decay over
time, conservators still have access to some goldwork examples
from the 5th century onward, and using technology have been able
to evaluate how they were made [37]. The earliest examples of gold
threads in Europe were made of solid gold foil strips that were often
braided or woven rather than embroidered [37, 51]. Around the 11th
century onward, these strips were wound around a fibrous core
that made them more flexible including materials such as leather or
paper membranes, and then later expanding to cores of silk (13th
century), gilt silver (16-19th century), pure metal (17-19th century),
and various plastics (20th century) [37, 44, 51].

3.1 Medieval: Opus Anglicanum
Medieval goldwork embroidery during the ‘Opus Anglicanum’ (or
English work) period (13th-14th century), made use of the more
flexible membrane threads, as well as the stitching technique of
underside couching (see Figure 2) [55, 92]. These technical changes
made the embroideries more durable since the gold threads were
slightly pulled through the fabric to be couched on the backside,
which made them more flexible than surface couching and less
likely to get caught and pulled off [46]. To manage the weight
of the metal materials, embroideries were stitched through two
layers – an upper layer of a finer material and a backing layer of
a coarser material such as linen or calico [58]. The quality of the
works, as well as images and scenes depicted which covered the
fabric in gold threads, made them prized possessions throughout
Europe and were often used as diplomatic gifts [55]. The motifs
in the works also mirror trends in art of that period including
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elongated bodies and gothic architectural motifs, and it is thought
that many painters or book illustrators provided the designs for
these works or perhaps made the underdrawings for embroideries
[43, 54]. At the end of the Opus Anglicanum, and due to the high
demand of goldwork embroideries, techniques shifted to increase
production speed including more repetitive motifs (suggesting the
use of stencils) and a return to surface couching [11, 88].

3.2 Tudor (1485-1603): Reformation,
Renaissance

Nearing the end of the Opus Anglicanum, and during the Tudor era
(15th – 16th century), innovations in imported textiles and prized
materials such as velvet [32, 87, 94], made it desirable to show the
ground fabric with goldwork on top [57]. Velvet, due to its pile,
was difficult to embroider on directly so designs needed to be em-
broidered on another material, such as silk, and then transferred
(see Figure 3) [33, 43]. Embroiderers began making smaller gold-
work pieces as surface brocades and appliqués that could then be
applied to these fabrics, as well as adding more sculptural dimen-
sions to these surface techniques with padding [7, 55, 58]. This
meant that churches could slowly build up embroideries and that
a single piece could have appliqués made by many different em-
broiderers [33]. New wiredrawing technology (where metals were
“drawn” or brought through increasingly smaller holes to make
thin wires) led to a burst of new types of metal threads such as gilt
threads, and the spiraled coreless purl wire [7, 44, 58, 66]. These
purl wires were also cut and flattened to make spangles (or pail-
lettes), which look like sequins made of metal [7]. We also begin
to see gold and silver threads spun together to make “twists”[58].
These metal cords were easier to attach to the velvet ground fabric
[43]. Imported silk threads and the Renaissance painting technique
of ‘chiaroscuro’ influenced the goldwork embroidery technique of
‘or nué’ (painted gold) where rows of gold threads were couched
with different colours of silk to create detailed images with shading
(see Figure 4) [16]. It is believed that this technique originated in
France or Burgundian Netherlands before being brought to England
[58]. During the Reformation, many of the church’s pieces were
destroyed or repurposed for secular uses [58, 93]. Materials were
also burned in order to melt and retrieve the metals [43].

3.3 Stuart (1603-1714): The Enlightenment,
Stumpwork

During the Enlightenment there was increased interest in the study
of the natural world and the sciences, as well as an increase of
printed books with illustrations. This presents itself in the embroi-
dery of the period with motifs including a wide variety of flora and
fauna, as well as embroidery pattern books with elaborate designs
for flowers, insects, birds and mammals (see Figure 5) [43, 49, 95].
The ground material shifted from the velvet used in the previous
era to white silk and undyed linen [7]. During this period goldwork
was incorporated with other embroidery techniques such as stump-
work or raised work, which used padding and fine wires to raise
embroideries from the ground fabric [7, 49]. The metal threads or
braids were frequently presented as curling stem motifs [65], with
excess metal stitched in to store value in the textiles [67]. Span-
gles were used to fill the satin spaces between embroidered motifs

Figure 3: More repetitive motifs made separately by sev-
eral artisans then then then applied as appliqués. Cha-
suble (Opus Anglicanum) late 15th century, British, Silk and
metallic threads on linen; appliqué on silk velvet foundation
with silk embroidery and silver-gilt shot. OpenAccess photo
courtesy of the MET Museum 1982.432[3].

Figure 4: An example using the technique of ‘or nué’
(painted gold). Embroidery with the Annunciation, mid-
15th century, Netherlandish, Silk and metal threads on
linen, Open Access photo courtesy of the MET Museum
1990.330[4],

[43]. Goldwork began to be used more frequently on books, boxes,
and accessories such as gloves [43, 95]. The purl coils began to be
wrapped around coloured silk that was used the “shade” the wires.
This technique was often used on purses and bags that though
made of metal appeared to have bright colours [43].

3.4 Georgian (1714-1837): British Romanticism
During this time, fashions veered towards simplicity with more
“country” styles and goldwork was used sparingly in a more re-
strained way with metal cords or braids embroidered on the edges
of sleeves and hems [43]. In the late 18th century, aristocrats in
France began deconstructing old goldwork pieces and unwinding
the gold from the silver to repurpose the threads for sale [89]. These
threads could then be burned and melted down for re-use. This
pastime called “parfilage” in France, became known as “drizzling”
when it travelled to England [43, 89].
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Figure 5: An example of flora, fauna, and curling stem
motifs. Close up of Jacket, ca. 1616, British, linen, silk,
metal, Open Access photo courtesy of the MET Museum
23.170.1[2].

3.5 Victorian (1837-1901): Arts and Crafts
Movement, Royal School of Needlework

In response to the factories of the industrial revolution, the English
Arts and Crafts Movement (officially launched in 1887) advocated
for the decorative arts (such as ceramics, textiles, metalwork, and
furniture) [90]. Overall the movement valued craft and craftspeople,
wanted crafts to receive as much attention as painting and sculpture,
and pushed for the revival of craft techniques that were perceived
as being at risk for being lost to industrialization [18]. Part of the
movement included an idealization of the guilds of the past, work-
ing within small-scale workshops, and a revival of crafts from the
medieval period [90]. This created a returned interest in goldwork
and embroidery of the Opus Anglicanum period. During this time,
the Victoria and Albert Museum began exhibiting embroideries as
art objects [10], and the Royal School of Needlework opened in 1872
“to revive a beautiful art which had fallen into disuse” [43, 69]. This
movement led to the ecosystem of materials, mentoring, and art
history references that goldwork embroidery exists within today.

4 METHODOLOGY: INTERVIEWSWITH
GOLDWORK PRACTITIONERS

4.1 Research Questions
Though goldwork has a long history, we wanted to explore how
these traditions, developed over centuries, are used by contempo-
rary goldwork practitioners. Our research questions for this project
were as following:

• Q1: How is goldwork embroidery currently used in artistic
practices (context and meaning)?

• Q2: How are goldwork embroidery pieces created (tech-
niques, materials, and tools)?

• Q3: What are the unique constraints of goldwork compared
to other embroidery techniques?

4.2 Participants
To better understand modern goldwork practices, we interviewed
13 goldwork artists (P1-P13). We recruited our participants through
email followed by snowballing. All participants were goldwork
practitioners, nine also taught courses and workshops on goldwork
embroidery, and two had written books on the subject. Nine partic-
ipants had apprenticed or taken courses from the Royal School of
Needlework.

4.3 Procedure
We conducted thirteen 30-minute semi-structured interviews through
video calls (Zoom) where we asked participants about their back-
ground (how they got into goldwork, how long they have been
working on goldwork, and their motivations for starting), their
own practice (their design process, their making process, and their
applications for goldwork), their goldwork recommendations, and
for educators how they teach the techniques (teaching approach,
first lessons, and common mistakes). We obtained clearance from
our institutions’ research ethics board.

4.4 Analysis
We used orthographic verbatim transcription to transcribe 7 hours
of video recording. We then performed inductive thematic analysis
as described by Braun et al. [9] that aims to generate analysis from
the bottom up rather than around existing theoretical frameworks.
This first involved familiarization and immersion in the data with
reading and notetaking, and then an initial coding of the complete
dataset with line-by-line data-derived codes for each quote that
aimed to mirror the language and concepts our participants dis-
cussed. With this initial list of codes, we then grouped them into
central organizing concepts to create themes. These themes and
subthemes were reviewed to create a thematic map. This thematic
map was then used to develop the final themes on current goldwork
practices.

5 FINDINGS
Our participants discussed the material cultures of goldwork and
how metal materials respond differently and require different tools
and techniques (Figure 6). They discussed how metals change over
time, how goldwork is often used in a sculptural way, and the
amount of practice the techniques require. They also discussed
their work in relation to historic practices of goldwork, how they
innovate upon them, and how goldwork exists within ecosystems
of material production and mentorship.

5.1 Theme 1: Handling Metal
5.1.1 Working with metal threads: All of our participants described
goldwork as the practice of workingwithmetal threads, and that the
unique characteristics of this embroidery medium are a response
to the use of metal. Metal threads feel and respond differently, as
P9 summarizes: “It doesn’t act like a fiber - it is stiffer - it kind of
has a mind of its own.” Similarily P4 also stated: “That’s a big part
of it, and the memory of it, the memory of the threads they all have
very subtle ways of like moving differently [. . . ] It takes a while to
sort of build a conversation with the materials”. The use of metal
made it fundamentally different than other embroidery techniques,
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Figure 6: Goldwork materials and supplies laid out for
use. Photos courtesy of Hannah Mansfield and Jenny Adin-
Christie.

which was often surprising to students who had previous experi-
ence with embroidery, “it is less textile than other techniques, because
of the material” [P1]. P2: “it’s also probably one of the embroidery
techniques that is totally different to anything else, and it’s quite
challenging to learn because of the handling and understanding of
the metal threads”.

5.1.2 Palette of materials: Our participants used a wide variety
of metal and non-metal materials in their practice with the most
common being passing threads, couching threads, and purls. Each
material provides “a slightly different texture” [P2]. Though they
are generally sparkly they can “have all different types like rough
and smooth, matt or shiny” [P5] which provides different effects
and “endless variation” [P9] (Figure 8).

• Metal threads: Passing threads have a finemetal wirewrapped
around a core of cotton or synthetic material that when thin
generally “feel quite soft” [P5]. Twists are when passing
threads are spun together. ‘Rococco’ and ‘check’ are threads
that are created with a core that is spun to have a wavy tex-
ture and then are wrapped with metal wire. Japanese threads
are a metal paper or foil ribbon wrapped around a silk or
synthetic core. Importantly, “goldwork stitching doesn’t have
to be gold coloured” [P11]. Our participants used threads
made of materials such as gold, gilt, silver, copper, bronze,
and tin with various percentages of metal composition.

• Purl: Purls are when wire is wrapped around a needle and
then the needle is removed to make a coreless hollow spiral –
“it’s like a coiled spring” [P4]. Check purl is when the needle
has a triangle shape to make angular rather than circular
spirals. Pearl purl is a thicker wire around a needle to give it
a wider profile that when couched “looks like pearls” [P6].

• Metals (Other): Plate is a “flatted strip of wire” [P7] that
looks like a metal ribbon. Spangles are individual short wires
shaped into a circle and then stamped flat and look “like
metal sequins” [P9]. Foil leather is when leather has a metal
foil so that it is shiny.

• Couching threads: Our participants used a wide variety of
non-metal threads to couch their metal threads and purl
wires. The couching threads such as regular embroidery
floss or silk needed to be flexible and go through the base
fabric.

• Base fabric: Our participants used two layers of base fabric,
with the lower being a sturdy muslin, calico, cotton or linen
(creating a “thick layer at the bottom” [P1]), and a surface
fabric (“the good one” [P8]), which is the visible fabric that
can be made of finer materials like silk. These two layers
help to support the weight of the metal materials.

5.1.3 Techniques: Goldwork is a “form of surface embroidery” [P6]
that does not “go through the fabric” [P9]. Here we discuss the
techniques that make this possible (Figure 7).

• Padding: Padding is a preparation technique done to raise
the surface of the fabric to create 3 dimensional surfaces.
Padding is done in layers either with felt or thick string (see
Figure 9).

• Couching: The main technique our participants used was
surface couching where an embroidery thread would be
threaded up from the bottom side of the fabric, looped around
the metal thread or purl, and then brought down again
through the fabric. P6: “It’s the very basics of goldwork –
just couching a piece of passing”. These are done in “brick
wall rows” [P3] with “typically two threads at a time” [P4] to
make it “sturdy” [P6]. Underside couching “used in English
medieval embroidery” [P1] uses the same technique but the
couching thread pulls the metal thread through the fabric a
little bit at each stitch so you do not see the couching thread.
Or nué (shaded gold) was where metal thread was laid down
in horizontal lines and coloured threads are surface couched
to create an image out of the couching threads (like a “grid”
[P12]). Italian shading is a type of or nué done on curves
rather than straight lines.

• Cut work: Cut work is a fill technique generally used on
top of padding. Rows of purls are cut to a specific length
and then an embroidery thread goes through the spiral core
to stitch the purl to the fabric. P7: “It’s a little coil you can
actually run your thread through the middle [. . . ] and it’s quite
a process to learn to do it properly to cut them just the right
size.”

• Chip work: Chip work is similar to cut work where the
embroidery thread goes through the spiral core but instead
uses “tiny, tiny little pieces” [P6] of purl that are stitched
down in different directions to add texture. P3: “You cut them
to size and then you thread them through like a bead”.

• Building with parts: Our participants tended to build up their
goldwork, with more complicated pieces being made sepa-
rately and then brought together at the end. For example, for
works with perspective participants made “the background
work separately [from the foreground] and you can have more
than one person working on them” [P1].

5.1.4 Equipment: Our participants used a variety of tools for trans-
fering and creating their goldwork designs. (see Figure 11)

• Design transfer tools: There are several methods that our
participants used to transfer their designs including coloured
pencils, chalk, and the traditional ‘prick and pounce’ method
where a powder enables participants to ‘prick’ their design
with a needle through paper and then rub powder through
the holes and onto the fabric (see Figure 10).
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Figure 7: Stitching techniques (A) Surface couching (B) Or nué (C) Italian Shading (D) Chip work (E) Cut work. Photos courtesy
of Dr Jessica Grimm (A,B), Karen F Bainbridge (C), and Hannah Mansfield (D,E).

Figure 8: Common goldwork materials (from left to right):
passing thread, rococco thread, Japan thread, purl, check
purl, plate, spangles.

• Embroidery needles: Our participants used sewing needles
with varying sizes of eye depending on the thickness of the
threads.

• Handling tools: There are several tools that aim to help indi-
viduals avoid touching their materials. A mellor is a tool with
a paddle side and a stiletto side to help “guide the threads”
[P11] into place. Tweezers with a fine point “are essential
for pinching and manipulating the threads into position” [P2].
A ‘koma’ is a thread spool with a square formfactor to en-
sure that it does not roll to hold threads in place and avoid
touching the spool. A velvet or fabric board helps to prevent
the threads and purls from rolling or getting damaged since
the velvet pile “keeps them on the board” [P6], and is helpful
especially with chip work.

• Goldwork scissors: Goldwork scissors have a “fine, serrated”
[P11] to hold purls and metal threads in place while they are
being cut. Since metal will blunt scissors, our participants
said it was important to have a separate set for goldwork.
P2: “reserve scissors just for metal thread work”.

• Beeswax: Using beeswax helps make the threads smooth
so “it is stronger and less likely to catch” [P3], get attached

Figure 9: The process of creating layers of padding to give
volume to a piece of goldwork embroidery. Photos courtesy
of Hannah Mansfield.

Figure 10: The preparation process of prick and pounce
where a pricking tool is used to outline a drawndesign on pa-
per and then pounce powder is rubbed on the holes with felt
to create a stitching guide on the fabric underneath. Photos
courtesy of Jenny Adin-Christie.

Figure 11: Common goldwork tools (from left to right):
tweezers, mellor, embroidery scissors, goldwork scissors
with serrated blade, beeswax.

to other materials, or fray while threading or embroidering
with.

• Slate frame: A slate frame (which is “four bars that slot into
each other” [P5]) keeps the base fabric “drum taut” [P1].
Moreover, P2 elaborated that “The tension of the ground fabric
is really essential to producing excellent metal thread work
and then when it comes off the frame it remains beautifully
smooth”.
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Figure 12: Examples of sculptural goldwork embroideries created by Cynthia Jackson (left andmiddle) and HannahMansfield
with a vase made by ceramicist Alex McCarthy (right). Photos courtesy of the artists.

5.2 Theme 2: Metals Change Over Time
5.2.1 Tarnishing: One of the unique constraints of metal materials
is that many of them tarnish over time. P1: “It really depends on
where you’re living and the materials you have used. The higher the
gold content you’re going to be fine.” Many materials our participants
were a combination of gilt materials (mixed with silver) and as a
result would tarnish. Our participants discussed how they man-
age their materials based on this constraint. The first approach is
methods to minimize or prevent tarnishing. This included avoiding
unnecessary touching of the materials to avoid tarnishing from
“skin oils” [P2], keeping works dry and out of the sun, storing
materials in “acid free bags” [P3] and “wearing gloves” [P5] when
handling them, “clean hands” [P7] when stitching, applying protec-
tive sprays to seal the work from air using (which “adds a protective
layer to the thread” [P4]), and putting works in frames behind glass.

The second approach is embracing the inevitability of tarnishing.
Four of our participants mentioned that they valued the tarnishing
or “patina” [P9] for how it captured the passing of time. P4: “It
will happen, but that makes it a living thing.” Works could also
be designed with the expectation of tarnishing as it “can actually
produce really beautiful colours” [P2]. One important thing to note
was that because of tarnishing it is important to date materials –
so that they will tarnish at the same rate and avoid unintended
differences. As P10 summarizes: “I usually date [mark down] when I
received it. Just so that I know that if I have bought my threads for a
project that I have all the threads from the same lot.”

Due to the constraints of metal materials, our practitioners dis-
cussed how goldwork tended to have applications such as artwork,
soft furnishing and decorations, structured ceremonial clothing
or object surfaces – items that are not washed or handled. P9: “I
think gold work is beautiful for something you hang on the wall. It’s
beautiful for like a book cover.”

5.2.2 Avoid items that need washing: As mentioned in the previous
section, goldwork materials tend to tarnish, and as a result our
practitioners recommended that it should not be used for items
that need laundering, ironing, or in areas where the materials could
get wet or damp. P5: “Because, especially with the precious metals

they will just get ruined.” As a result, items like everyday clothing
were not recommended, but could be incorporated if they were
thoughtfully designed. P11: “Thought has to go into how it’s going to
be used before you actually make your final choices, and so maybe it’s
something that can be removed before it goes through the laundering
process.” P6: “It’s just something that you have to be aware of if you’re
going to put it on a garment.” Our practitioners, though recognizing
that goldwork tends to be used for certain areas, did not want to
limit possible applications, and instead encouraged being creative
with design choices while working with the constraints.

5.2.3 Avoid items that are handled: Their second recommendation
was less negotiable due to goldwork only being used for surface
embroidery. Though surface embroidery is the best way to ensure
that the metal materials are not ruined during the stitching process
(i.e., the metals are not worn away), surface embroidery is at risk
for “getting caught on things” [P7]. This makes goldwork unsuitable
for applications where it is handled a lot, “leaned against” [P5],
or “thrown off, thrown on” [P7]. For example, “if it catches onto
something you can just unravel it”. To deal with this, in conservation
when they reattach a piece but it’s still really “frail it needs to be
netted with conservation net over the top” [P3]. To navigate this,
practitioners recommend considering “the placement of the article”
[P9] so the design is not in a location that will rub against other
surfaces.

5.3 Theme 3: Sculptural Embroidery
Though surface embroidery might provide goldwork application
constraints, the focus on surface techniques makes it one of the
more sculptural forms of embroidery (see Figure 12). The materials
themselves have a wide variety of textures that are highlighted by
their shine creating “movement and vibration” [P8]. The “memory”
of the more wire materials enables them to hold shapes in ways that
would not be possible with other techniques – P9: “you can manip-
ulate it in more three-dimensional ways”. Practitioners also add to
these “sculptural qualities” [P4] by adding padding underneath ma-
terials with felt and thick string to create “raised embroideries” [P2]
– or combining it with techniques such as ‘stumpwork’. Though
the materials should be embroidered flat, they can then be sewn
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Figure 13: Incorporating found materials. Photo courtesy of
Marie-Renée Otis.

afterwards into different shapes. As P7 summarizes: “[You] stitch
them flat, [and then] make pleats where you want three dimensions.
It’s very technical and architectural.” Our participants also discussed
the culture within goldwork of incorporating non-textile materials
such as pearls, spangles, and other found materials (see Figure 13).
P1: “Yeah that’s very fun - so whenever I find an object, I think, ‘we
can use that’”. Our participants incorporated found materials into
their works such as “bone” [P1], “fish skin” [P8], “raw flax” [P9],
“leaves” [P10], and “jewelry” [P12]. Upon seeing some of the e-textile
components, participants reflected on this culture of incorporating
materials: “I noticed when you were showing me [the e-textile compo-
nents]. You can adapt, and I have done that before, where I used a lot
of findings like earrings. Maybe microchips, and boards, and things
like that, you can use them in a goldwork pattern. They look very
similar” [P6].

5.4 Theme 4: Preciousness Require Practice
5.4.1 Goldwork is luxurious: Our participants often discussed the
shine of goldwork giving the medium a unique impact compared to
other embroidery forms. As P3 summarizes: “It has a more decadent
feeling than a lot of other techniques”. Our participants described
it with words such as “bold” [P1], “fabulous” [P2], “precious” [P4],
“magnificent” [P8], “powerful” [P9], “jaw dropping” [P10], “stunning”
[P11], and “sophisticated” [P12]. This both had to do with its history
as “the reserve of royalty, the church, and the military” [P4], but
still applies today as goldwork has expanded “to fashion, interiors,

and grown in popularity” [P5]. Goldwork materials are also more
expensive than regular embroidery thread adding to the perceived
and real value of the material.

5.4.2 High visibility: Our participants highlighted how the shine of
the material made every stitch more visible than other embroidery
techniques. The interaction between the materials and light makes
goldwork embroidery “like a shining mirror” [P1] that “catches the
light” [P9]. The way it works with light adds dimension since it
“play[s] with the light, you never fully know a piece of goldwork be-
cause it’s going to change” [P4], but also makes errors more obvious.
For example, “if you don’t stitch the rows closely together you get
[more obvious] gaps where the fabric underneath shows through”
[P3]. Purls “need to have the exact right length and it’s just a coil
more or less” [P1]. P10: “You have to make sure that you’ve got your
stitch in the right place.” Overall our participants emphasized that
goldwork requires precision.

5.4.3 Time investment: Our participants all said that goldwork
was a slow process and that it took a lot of time to create their
pieces. Most pieces our participants showed were smaller than an
8.5"×11" but required approximately 40-75 hours to create, with two
participants spending over 100 hours on their pieces. Padding and
planning took up a large portion of that time. P2 spent “as much
time on the padding as the gold on top”. Teaching students goldwork
requires educators to “stress to students to be gentle [. . . ] and to take
their time and not rush because it is a slow technique and even if you
have been doing it for a long time it takes you a while” [P5]. As a
result, embroiderers who work professionally learn where they can
cut corners, “but you need to know when you can, and when you
can’t” [P1].

5.4.4 Importance of iteration and experimentation: As a result of
the value of the material, and the visibility of errors, and the time in-
vested, our participants emphasized the importance of practice, and
practitioners do “lots of samplers” [P10] before adding a stitching
technique into their projects (see Figure 14). P9: “It’s not debilitat-
ingly expensive but you don’t want to screw it up and waste it. It’s
better to test it out first”. Our participants’ samplers were ways of
trying things out so if they did not achieve the desired result they
could “rip it out again” [P1]. Samplers were ways of experimenting
and iteration; having “a conversation with one little element [. . . ] and
compare how it changes the feel of the outcome” [P4]. P6: “There are
lots of repeats [but] if you look at it more closely you can see that I’ve
done the same thing again and again but with a different thread or
in a different way”. Not sampling and not correcting small mistakes
when they happen are the most common errors that beginners
make. P5: “A lot of students when they don’t cut the wire to the right
length, they will sew it down anyway rather than taking the time to
undo it.”

5.5 Theme 5: Recreating and Expanding
Historic Practices

Our participants discussed how goldwork was used professionally
either for conservation, teaching, or in art practice.

5.5.1 Conservation and restoration: Our participants highlighted
that the practice of goldwork is embedded in how these materials
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Figure 14: Practice samplers developed by: (left) Tracy A Franklin, (middle) Hanny Newton, and (right) Ginette Marcoux. Pho-
tos courtesy of the artists.

have been used historically, and that keeping these practices alive
is a key motivator for how and why they are taught. P3 worked
in conservation as well as teaching: “On the whole, goldwork today
isn’t so much about new projects because of the expense. It’s more
to do with repairing what’s already out there and [. . . ] making it
good for the next hundred years, and also teaching people [how to do
so].” Our participants who worked in conservation would receive
commissions to repair a portion of a piece (often before it was fully
worn out in anticipation of repairs), or to recreate pieces. Their
understanding of goldwork was valued for how it would enable
them to repair works, which often led to different motifs being used
in their artistic practice when compared to their commissions. P2:
“I don’t think in my own personal practice I’m terribly influenced by
motifs and traditional designs from the past. I’m much more interested
in in moving it forward a bit and using the techniques to kind of
convey my own ideas. Often in terms of commissioned work, I suppose
the pieces are more traditional, they tend to be often heraldic or
ecclesiastical and often, of course, there might be motifs that are
required by the client to be included in there.”

5.5.2 Emulating period techniques: This focus on recreation is em-
ulated in how goldwork is taught where apprenticeships focus on
recreating historic works (see Figure 15). Students are also often
drawn initially to goldwork in order to study these techniques. As
P13 describes their initial interest in goldwork: “I wanted to learn
those techniques and so very, very early on, it was about how can I
learn to do what they were doing in the 14th and 15th century, I want
to know how to do that.” The focus on historic periods in teaching
goldwork was also important to our participants because there
was a lack of information through other means. As P1 summarizes:
“There’s a lot of discussion on how these medieval embroideries were
being made because nobody left a manual. There’s no writing about
how they were made because these fields are very little studied.” After
completing courses participants often would begin to do their own
research to better understand specific techniques. P7: “I am getting
to know fashions in the 16th century because what I’m working on
now is reproducing some of the embroidery.”

5.5.3 Moving the craft forward: For individuals who used goldwork
in their art practice there was a tension between feeling connected
to these practices but also limited by their constraints. As P4 sum-
marizes: “I love that I’m like connected to methods of stitching and
materials and processes that are like centuries old, but I still feel like
there’s a lot of challenges there, I still feel like there’s a lot of ‘this is the
way we do it’”. Learning how these materials were used historically
gives participants a better understanding of “the techniques, and the
abilities, and restrictions of the materials” [P10], and our educators
highlighted that this was an important first step. P10: “Regardless
of what they’re planning to make they need to learn the principles”.

After receiving initial training and apprenticeships practitioners
then began to experiment more: “We learned all the different aspects
of embroidery and goldwork was one of them, and I’ve just maybe
experimented with it a little bit more and made it a little bit more
contemporary” [P6]. After learning the techniques, students and
educators valued courses that taught them to approach thematerials
differently. P9: “I was really pushed to do some pretty wacky things
and that’s where I started to free up my thinking and find my artistic
voice.” This influence also came from taking courses outside of
goldwork. P4: “I loved it so much, but kind of felt a bit that in order to
find out who I was as a stitcher I needed to not be around stitchers. I
really enjoy questioning and challenging and getting other stitches to
challenge that too, because I don’t think there’s many people teaching
goldwork in a sort of creative free way that encourages everybody
to find their own way, rather than being like ‘[there are] a specific
number of techniques that go with goldwork, and this is how it’s
done’”.

Practitioners were also inspired by how their materials and tools
have changed since historic times. P8: “The tradition has been contin-
ued even though [it is] not samematerial.” Our participants discussed
how metal content, core threads, the use of synthetic materials, and
the regular and symmetric nature of purls have all changed since
medieval times. Two participants also started incorporating tech-
nology into their goldwork practice. P7 used machine embroidery:
“I did a combination of machine and hand embroidery. I loved it. It
was very interesting, and I had to be very creative, and solving prob-
lems with making the threads go where I want[ed] them to go.” They
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also used their computer to make their designs and then printed
them on fabric for students rather than using traditional prick and
pounce: “I’ve been doing a lot of printing. My printer just outlines
for like for classes and things I print the outlines for the students, so
they don’t have to do that”. P11 used an iPad during the design pro-
cess to create more modern and abstract motifs, as well as enable
experimentation – “There are different apps that you can play with
and pixelate your pictures and do a whole lot of like fun stuff with
it, so I took mine and I decided I would swirl it.” Though only two
participants used these techniques, they had very positive feelings
about them and enjoyed the experimentation they provided.

5.6 Theme 6: Goldwork Ecosystems
Goldwork, because it uses such specific materials, is a craft that
is taught around geographical hubs where the materials are avail-
able and there is demand for commissions. Practitioners in the UK
discussed how, because the materials are made locally, they can
experiment with the materials: “I love the fact that I can talk to the
person who makes them for me, and I can work with them to create
threads that as far as I know, no one has created or played with. Or
like small changes to the process of making can really change the
whole thread - I was like ‘what else can you make?’” [P4]. There
is also more immediate exposure to goldwork as a career: “When
I was in university, we had the opportunity to go and do a tour of
this studio in London, which is an embroidery studio. They are very
traditional embroidery studio and one of their specialisms is gold
work and they do a lot of it for the military. I just thought it was so
intriguing.” [P5] Having a school that could provide the training
was also important, P3 started her embroidery apprenticeship at
18, but many of our participants discovered training opportunities
after receiving another degree. Notably, many of our participants
learned goldwork embroidery after discovering the Royal School
of Needlework which provides specialized training.

5.6.1 Online expansion: Our participants discussed how the move
to online courses (in many cases catalyzed by the COVID-19 pan-
demic) helped to bring goldwork to broader audiences and make
goldwork instruction more accessible, as well as provide special-
ization in different types of goldwork embroidery. P4: “I’m having
now more people who are coming to the workshops because they know
my work and because they’re excited by what I’m doing rather than
[a general interest in goldwork].” Five practitioners continued to
take courses to expand their practice and online learning made that
more accessible; “I love the whole online learning thing. I’m unable
to take courses from people in the UK - I couldn’t have afforded to
be able to go over and stay” [P11]. The benefit of online learning
included more detail from videos “a few people have said to me
they’ve actually benefited more from learning online because they
can see things in much more magnified detail” [P6], as well as more
time to practice “I can structure the workshop so people have like a
week in between to do stuff in their own time” [P4].

5.6.2 Lack of touch: As mentioned in section 5.4, fixing mistakes
immediately is an important part of avoiding waste with goldwork,
and unfortunately this is harder to catch online. As P2 summarizes:
“It is definitely a good way of conveying basic technique, but it has been
frustrating as a teacher that you can’t go in and adjust somebody’s

hands or see exactly how they’re working to allow them to improve
their work.” There is also a gap in terms of the social parts of learning:
P4: “I think it can be a bit harder to get a feeling of connection with
people but I’m always trying to work on that, and I’ve actually been
thinking about my next classes and running like a very optional kind
of morning Zoom coffee”.

6 DISCUSSION
From our review of the history of English goldwork, and analysis
of participant interviews, we provide several recommendations and
opportunities for e-textile hybrid craft practice.

6.1 Practice and Plan
Compared to regular non-conductive threads, metal materials feel
different and cost more. Due to how these material shine, their tex-
ture, and how they interact with light, errors are also more visible
on goldwork pieces. As a result, our practitioners recommended
making samplers, and small experiments, to practice a technique
before applying it to their project. They emphasized that experi-
enced practitioners often make many samplers before they work
on their final project, and that not taking this important first step is
one of the most common errors that beginners make. Learning how
to stitch, learning how to maneuver new tools, and handling new
materials all takes practice. This aligns with work done within the
e-textile practitioners’ community on swatch exchange [34], but
is yet to be widely adopted within the wider research community.
As a result, we recommend that e-textile educators include this
practice when teaching students, rather than jumping right into
circuit exercises and applications.

Our study highlights how much time practitioners spend plan-
ning out their pieces before they even make their first stitch. Most
participants used prick and pounce with powder, but others also
included techniques such as chalking out their design, developing
stencils, underpainting, or printing out digital design on fabric.
Teaching students to map out their design before they begin stitch-
ing it also provides an opportunity for teachers to review the design
to make sure it will function (i.e. as a circuit or system) before stu-
dents stitch it in place.

6.2 Handle with Care
Goldwork practitioners have specific techniques, tools, and han-
dling guidelines that are used to manage and preserve their metal
materials. This includes goldwork-specific tools to mold pieces into
place and to keep individuals from touching the materials (such
as the mellor, tweezers, koma spools, serrated scissors, and vel-
vet board), storage techniques (such as dating materials, handling
with gloves, acid free bags), and applications (where the goldwork
embroideries will be kept dry and avoid abrasion). Based on the
constraints of our materials, we might need to re-think what ap-
plications e-textiles are most suitable for in terms of wearability
and launderability[56]. For instance, our study findings show how
goldwork was mostly used for artistic pieces and decorative items
such as furnishings that are not physically handled. Goldwork prac-
titioners also get creative around these same constraints, such as
designing decorative garments with parts that are removable for
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Figure 15: Two different design styles with the technique of or nué. Left: Reproducing the or nué of an early 16th-century
orphrey by referencing a printed picture of the original (photo courtesy of Dr Jessica Grimm). Right: Showing the design
process of using coloured pencils to map out the design and then the finished piece (photo courtesy of Ginette Marcoux).

laundering. E-textiles practitioners, when faced with similar con-
straints, can look to the vast body of goldwork pieces and museum
collections for inspiration.

Although limited recent prior work has looked into making use
of –both interactive and aesthetic– wear over time [71] and reuse
[42, 97], it is an underexplored research area that requires in-depth
work. E-textile practitioners can further explore and reflect on
how they could design for tarnishing and sustainability, and plan
for it in their designs. For example, are there sections that can be
removed after an extended period of time and replaced? Goldwork
conservators demonstrate how these historic pieces are repaired to
stay in their best condition. When we think about sustainability, it
is crucial to explore how using goldwork practice with e-textiles
can enable us to develop computational devices that can be repaired,
upcycled, and updated over time.

6.3 Expand Materials
Our goldwork practitioners used many of the same materials that
we used in our own e-textile practices, such as sequins [12] and sil-
ver or copper threads [47]. However, they also included many other
materials that we – as a research community– are yet to explore
such as paper foil threads, purls, checks, rococo, and foil leathers, all
with metal content. They also used non-metal materials such as silk,
pearls, padding, and a wide variety of found materials. The findings
of this study can help us expand the material palette of e-textiles for
applications in the areas of self-expression [22, 41], self-care and
well-being [71], healthcare[60], and digital living. We look forward
to exploring these materials with our multimeters, experiment-
ing with their potential applications, and evaluating how people
interact, cherish and live with them in-the-wild. Our goldwork
practitioners, in their use of found materials, also demonstrated a
willingness to incorporate new materials into their practice, and to
continually push and expand the practice of goldwork. This makes
goldwork a promising area for further collaborations.

6.4 Think Long Term
When not actively destroyed and taken apart, metal embroideries
(with thoughtful applications to avoid wear) have lasted since the
medieval times. This has important sustainability implications as
we think of the impact of our own work in e-textiles. Though our
materials might have slightly different compositions than those
of medieval times, with more blended and synthetic threads, the
prototypes we develop will not break down like other textile ob-
jects. We must consider how the items we produce will exist in
the future. Goldwork practice also provides some hints for us. The
use of surface embroidery, where the metal materials do not go
through the fabric, has enabled continuous re-use of the materi-
als. For example, during the reformation when many works were
vandalized for their metal contents, and again during the Georgian
period when it fell out of fashion and individuals “drizzled” the
metal cords and threads. For e-textiles, surface embroidery enables
individuals to easily cut out couching threads without damaging
the metal threads, and would also enable easier re-use of circuit
board components.

6.5 Collaborate with Technical Craftspeople
Though goldwork is a practice embedded in conservation and
restoration, our participants were excited by opportunities to move
the craft forward with experimentation and exploration. Collab-
orating with goldwork practitioners and conservators could help
e-textile researchers design for material constraints and solutions
that can last long term. Learning goldwork through courses and
workshops could also give e-textile researchers a better understand-
ing of how to work with their materials, as well as new applications
and locations for computing. As discussed by HCI researchers who
have run artist residencies [21], craft practitioners do not need to
understand physical computing concepts to be of value through
their material and technical expertise.
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6.6 Integrating Circuits and Crafts
Our participants discussed their use of found materials and non-
metal materials in their goldwork embroidery designs. Their use of
items such as beads, stones, and jewelry, and how they incorporate
them into their work, provides opportunities for the many sewing
accessories common in e-textile work such as metal snaps, buttons,
and zippers to be incorporated into these designs. Simple changes to
the colours of e-textile PCB boards (for example to match the gold,
silver, or copper threads - similar to the metal Chibitronic stickers
[83]) would enable goldwork practitioners to easily work e-textile
components into the colour pallette of these shiny and shimmering
embroideries. Goldwork also uses creativity support tools such as
stencils, and prick and pounce to mark out designs, which could be
further augmented with digital tools such as aesthetic electronics
[50] and sketch & stitch [30], which enable individuals to draw out
their circuits for planning and verification. Goldwork practice has
a specific and unique set of tools such as mellors and tweezers, that
could be augmented to make hybrid tools that both help individuals
to manage the materials and verify that circuits are working [76].

6.7 Use of Metal Threads Among Cultures
This paper does not aim to be the definitive work on goldwork
embroidery, but we hope it can foster discussion on incorporating
cultural practices in hybrid crafts. Embroidering with metal ma-
terials is a practice that has appeared throughout art history and
around the world with different techniques such as the practices
of mukaish in India, tally in Egypt [23], tel kirma in Turkey [25],
and kelingkan in Malaysia [86], among many others. This is one
of the benefits of hybrid crafts compared to traditional computing,
in that it enables researchers to create contextual computational
devices incorporating their own cultural heritages [20]. English
goldwork is also a medley of innovations learned through trade and
travel, and merchants and pilgrims travelled widely even during me-
dieval times and the Opus Anglicanum [19]. This is demonstrated
in imported materials, such as silk, velvet, and Japan thread, and
techniques such as or nué. There are also likely techniques that are
currently attributed to English embroidery in the literature that
will change overtime as research continues into the provenance of
different techniques.

7 CONCLUSION
Hybrid crafts blend craft techniques with physical computing to
create new ways of making and interacting with computers. Hybrid
crafts also enable computing to gain insights from different fabrica-
tion fields and expand what computers are capable of. In this paper,
we look to goldwork embroidery, the practice of working withmetal
threads and materials, to better understand the constraints and op-
portunities of these materials and how we can incorporate them in
e-textile research. To do so, we provide an overview of the history of
goldwork embroidery in England, and interview 13 contemporary
goldwork practitioners. Our findings include recommendations and
guidelines on how goldwork practitioners handle materials, the
tools they use to do so, the practices they employ, and the applica-
tions they use these materials for. Insights from our study are not
generalizable, but transferable as intermediate knowledge meant
for researchers working with e-textiles and fabric-based tangible

interfaces. Articulating the historical background of English eras
(from medieval to Victorian) as an overarching theme allowed us
to add a second layer of reflection, acting as the broad strokes of
what occurred throughout this cultural practice and how it evolved.
We see that this approach could be of benefit to other topical areas
for Creativity and Cognition (C&C). Overall, this paper covers a
research gap on promising conductive materials for physical pro-
totyping, presents an in-depth analysis of that palette of materials
and how they can be used, and contributes design opportunities
for future e-textile research projects so researchers can leverage
these cultural practices.
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